Abstract-Social photos, which are taken during family events or parties, represent individuals or groups of people. We show in this paper how a Hasse diagram is an efficient visualization strategy for eliciting different groups and navigating through them. However, we do not limit this strategy to these traditional uses. Instead we show how it can also be used for assisting in indexing new photos.
INTRODUCTION
Digital cameras and mobile phone cameras are now in common use for the capture of pictures of people during social events such as friend's parties, anniversaries and weddings. We call this class of photos 'social photos'. In order to navigate through large collections of such photos and share them it is necessary to organize and visualize them, normally requiring indexation beforehand. Indexing social photos consists of tagging them with the event (date, place, nature of the event, etc.) and the names of the people. In traditional systems, tagging and organizing are separated. However even when they are indexed, it is not clear how to organize and visualize social photos. In this paper we propose a strategy whereby visualization, organization and indexation support each other.
Although indexing photos with the name of people can be performed manually (a typical example being Facebook) it becomes excessively complicated and time consuming, if not impossible, when one has to manage even tiny collections of photos representing small groups of people. As the state of the art below will show, there are no sufficiently satisfactory systems or supporting tools for this task. Conversely, face recognition techniques, although promising, are still far from providing concrete results for social photos that are not taken in controlled environments. The method we propose is still manual; however it is assisted by a particular visualization and organization strategy. It is based on three key features:
Indexing through 'propagation'. The content of already indexed photos is used to index new photos. This method requires that photos used for indexing are clearly visible and organized.
Visualization utilising a Hasse Diagram. All existing indexed photos are organized and displayed using classification and visualization techniques from Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [1] , among which a Hasse Diagram. Incremental integration. Photos that are newly indexed are automatically incrementally integrated and visualized into the Hasse diagram. These photos then form a part of the basis for further indexing.
All the functionalities described have been integrated in an application called PhotoMap that was tested with volunteer students. According to the users and according to measures that are presented at the end of the paper, the methods and tools that are proposed perform equally or better (albeit with some limitations) than present solutions that are used by applications such as Facebook or Flickr.
Our method is based upon the analysis of social photos. However, it may be extended with care and consideration to other photo collections, or even other item sets.
STATE OF THE ART
Social photos are part of personal photos. A user study in [2] shows that most people do not want to bother with indexing. However indexing is sometimes necessary, in particular when the intention is to automatically build and share personalized albums as it will be presented at the end of the paper. Many methods are currently being explored for managing digital photos, particularly social photos both with events and people's names. Large surveys can be found in [3] and [4] .
Photo library management consists in two major tasks: indexing (annotating) photos and then organizing indexed photos in order to ease forthcoming browsing and retrieval. Concerning the indexation step with people's names, various approaches have been explored to acquire useful metadata. Among them, much research focuses on automatic extraction. Face recognition systems have significantly improved in recent years particularly for controlled positions and illumination [5] . Some are even available as commercial or public applications such as Apple's iPhoto or Google's Picasa. Their overall performance is improving though they still require controlled environments with favorable light and orientation (see for instance a summary of the state of the art in this matter in [6] and [7] ). This is far from being the regular kind of contexts that we find in social events where light, positions and even peoples' faces are not controlled as can be seen in this paper's figures.
• In [4] a less ambitious approach is proposed. The authors use automatic recognition of clothes' coloring to identify individuals within an event. They report interesting results after tests even if the recognition process produces many errors. Applying this method to social photos is difficult because the examples that are provided in [4] show people in limited number, with visible upper bodies, under good lighting and with clearly discriminating clothing. As a result manual indexation using computer assistance is the general practice for most social photos, and it is apparent that it will remain this way in the near future.
Manually typing in people's names is both time consuming and tedious. To overcome this drawback several tools for assisting users in manual indexing are proposed, some being described in [3] . The seminal works of Ben Shneiderman [8] on photo annotation led to the concept of direct annotation, which consists in selectable name labels that users drag-and drop directly on the photo, following direct manipulation principles rather than filling in text captions. They are also applied to social tagging which is used in applications like Flickr or explored deeper in the project LabelMe [9] with later expectations for learning and identification of objects in images. Similarly Facebook applies dragging and dropping of individuals' names at precise locations within each photo. However this method limits productivity. We also use dragging and dropping though in a converse way because we apply it to photos as will be presented in section 6. A simple method such as typing in the first letters of a name and automatically completing it is also an efficient approach such as in Flickr as we shall see in section 7.
Bulk annotation [10] improves productivity and efficiency; it consists in automatically or manually selecting photos that are similar according to some criteria and indexing them in one go with existing or new labels, such as in Flickr. We use a similar method when gathering photos in a container for indexing as it is described in section 6. Bulk annotation is also proposed in [4] where event identification uses temporal metadata to build an event hierarchy from annotated photos. In our approach, users select or create an event before indexing with people's names. When a photo is indexed with names, it also inherits the event and using an event hierarchy is not necessary. But in the case where the event is unknown the method presented in [4] could complement our method which only focuses on people.
At the end of the indexation step, photos are indexed with one or several meaningful metadata, such as date, location, event name, people names. The next step deals with the visual organization of photos for supporting future browsing. PhotoMesa's interface [11] dynamically groups photos based on photo metadata, allowing users to combine nominal (places, people) metadata with ordinal metadata (date). Semantic regions [12] have been introduced to let users customize their information space. A region is a set of photos, grouped by the value they share for a specified metadata. Regions can be displayed in a tree-map manner. When new indexed photos are added, they are automatically placed in the appropriate regions, following a metaphor called "fling-and-flock". Sub-regions can be defined but the resulting structure is a single-inheritance hierarchy, so a photo belonging to two regions will appear twice. Our approach concentrates on one particular metadata (people's name) and merges the indexation and organization step in the sense that the same structure is used for both steps in an incremental manner. The overall idea is to allow the user to index new photos by propagating and reusing annotations from existing photos. To do so we propose a visual organization that groups photos by subsets of people, following a lattice structure that allows multiple-inheritance. As a result, each photo belongs to only one group and each group is represented by a unique photo that summarizes it. A group specifies a unique subset of people which can be visually identified and whose names can be propagated to new photos showing the same subset people.
Indexing through information propagation may be performed when inserting contextual information such as in [13] where the authors use time, geodesy and social information to recover the event and the people. However there is still the need to provide each photo or group of photos the names of the people they contain.
We propose to index photos with people's names through photo content propagation as an original and alternative method that may be used on its own or that may complement face recognition or context information propagation. It is based on the core idea that the best way to index a collection of photos is to recover previously indexed photos organized in a particular display where one can incrementally capitalize on existing information. Moreover, indexing, visualizing and organizing are inherently intertwined.
We use a particular incremental organization and visualization strategy supported by a Galois sub-hierarchy and a Hasse diagram. This kind of display is well known in Formal Concept Analysis where it is used to represent concept hierarchies. FCA based photo browsing methods are described in some applications such as in [14] and [15] . However the authors do not apply these methods to indexation and do not propose the use of an incremental Hasse diagram.
INDEXING PHOTOS WITH PHOTOS
We introduce our indexing method with a real example of a person who wants to index a set of photos within our application. Mary, our test subject, went to an anniversary party and took approximately 40 photos that she aims to index with peoples' names in order to share them.
She can display all her photos on the screen that we refer to as the 'photo-board'. First of all, she may index all photos taken during the party with place, date and type of event. All this data is declared under a unique 'event' that she can create and that appears on top of the photo-board. The event she selects will automatically be used as part of the indexation of new photos and become part of the entire event's data.
The most time consuming element of the indexation process concerns the people that are present in the photos. Any photo may show one or more people in different situations during the party. Our indexing method and algorithms increase the speed of this process and improve the accuracy of the result. They can be activated after a few photos have already been indexed or where past events already exist with photos that have been indexed using a subset of the same people. This initialization phase which involves creating a character list will be presented below. We consider for the moment that a set of indexed photos is already available as well as a character list of the people within these photos in alphabetic order. The photo-board is presented with the photos to be indexed on the right and the character list on the left in Fig. 5 .
Fig. 1. Indexing a photo with two indexers
To index new photos Mary will make use of propagation, i.e. she will use already indexed photos to index new ones. We call 'indexers' those photos that have already been indexed and that will be used for indexing. We call 'indexees' those photos that are yet to be indexed. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 the user is dragging with the mouse an indexee which is surrounded by a blue square. She may visually identify the characters in the picture using a zoom or fish eye lens [16] if this is necessary. Mary can drag the indexee near one or several indexers that contain the people in the photo. Releasing and pressing the button on the mouse selects the nearest indexer which gets surrounded by a blue circle and consequently shows its content. In Fig. 1 the indexee contains three characters. The indexer at the top has already been selected and the indexer at the bottom that is being selected reveals its content. Double-clicking on the mouse button triggers propagation that works in the following way.
Formally let N be the set of characters that are visible on the indexee, S 1 the set of characters that are visible on indexer 1 and S 2 the set of characters that are visible on indexer 2 (for instance Jeremy and Maria as can be seen in Fig. 1 ). The indexee's index is built through the union of the selected indexers' contents, i.e. N = S 1 ∪ S 2 in our example.
Since S 1 contains {Jeremy and Willey} and S 2 contains {Jeremy and Maria}, therefore the set {Jeremy, Maria, Willey} is propagated to N. There may be cases when some characters in the indexee are not present in the contents of the photos that are used for indexing. These characters can easily be created and added to the character list and to the content of the indexee at any time. There may also be cases when there are 'intruders', i.e. more characters in the union of the indexers' contents than desired. Consequently the indexee would receive more content than desired through propagation. However the 'intruders' are necessarily in the character list because they were created when indexing some photos that are now the indexers. Clicking on the intruders' names in the character list on the left will subtract them from propagation.
The efficiency of this process may be analyzed in comparison to a basic methodology whereby the user only needs to click on the characters belonging to N in the character list. Several tests conducted have proved that the method and the tools proposed were simpler and faster as will be shown in the evaluation, though with some limitations.
As can be seen above, a preliminary phase consists of organizing the indexers on the photo board so that Mary can easily retrieve those she can make use of. Our method of organization proposes the use of a Hasse Diagram to achieve this result.
ORGANIZING INDEXED PHOTOS AS A HASSE DIAGRAM

The Concept Lattice of indexed photos
In this section, we describe how to organize indexed photos in a Hasse Diagram located on the photo-board for further indexation of new photos through propagation. A Hasse Diagram is a well known representation of a Concept Lattice (or Galois Lattice). In Formal Concept Analysis [1] , a set of objects with properties (or attributes) can be organized in a lattice of concepts that contain these objects according to their property commonality. In our case, we consider the photos as objects and the names of the characters in the photos as properties. The organization process starts with the formal context, i.e. a table with the objects as rows and the properties as columns. Any entry is marked (e.g. valued 1) if the corresponding object possesses the corresponding property, and is not marked (e.g. valued 0) if the object does not possess such an entry. Formally, a formal context is a triple (G, M, I) where G is a set of objects, M a set of attributes and I is a binary relation between the objects and the attributes, i.e. I ⊆ G × M. Table 1 presents a formal context taken from our example of the set of already indexed photos O and the set of properties M that are the names of the characters present in the photos. The next step in the construction of the Concept Lattice is to define concepts. A concept is defined by a pair of subsets: a subset of objects (called the extent) and a subset of properties (the intent) that the objects share. In our case, a concept is a subset of photos that share the same subset of characters' tags. For the context presented in Table 1 , the concepts are nodes in the graph shown in Fig. 2 , such as the concept ({P2, P3}, {Jeremy, Peter}) where {P2, P3} is the extent and {Jeremy, Peter} is the intent.
Following the process of concept identification, the next goal is to build a lattice whose elements are the concepts. A partial order on formal concepts is defined as follows.
(
The ordered concepts form a complete lattice called a "concept lattice". The set of concepts L is completed if necessary by a top concept that contains all objects (see Fig. 2 ) and a bottom concept that contains all attributes.
4.2
The Hasse Diagram Fig. 2 shows the photo Concept Lattice of the example as a Hasse diagram. It is a graph whose vertices are the concepts, ordered from top to bottom according to their order in the lattice, with their intent and extent shown within brackets (bold items will be explained later); the edges of the graph are drawn between concepts when two concepts are directly ordered (without transition through another concept). In our example, each concept is a group of photos P i with their common characters. As can be seen, a photo as well as a property may appear in several concepts.
4.3
The Object Galois Sub-Hierarchy
In order to simplify the display it is possible to only show reduced extents (bold items in Fig. 3 ). The reduced extent of a concept (O,A) is the set of objects that belong to O and do not belong to any lower concept, i.e. objects that do not have any attributes other than those in A.
For each object (photo), there exists a unique object-concept that represents the most specific concept that contains the object. Since we want a photo to be associated with a unique and most specific description, only object-concepts are kept in the lattice. This act of pruning is the one proposed in [17] under the name PCL/X. It is illustrated with our example in Fig. 3 .
It is now a particular case of what is called a Galois SubHierarchy [18] . To be more explicit we call it an Object Galois SubHierarchy (OGSH). It is a lighter visualization of the data when only focusing upon the objects, in our case the photos. 
4.4
Building incremental Hasse Diagrams Many algorithms have been proposed for building a Concept Lattice and its Hasse Diagram (see a quick survey in [19] ). More precisely [20] compares three main applications that only consider GSHs that are also of our concern. These algorithms begin by computing the topology of the graphs and then generate the Hasse Diagram, or at most incrementally build the Hasse Diagram whilst computing the topology of the graph. Consequently they can hardly be used in our context since the topology of the graph is always evolving.
In photo indexing, every time a new photo is indexed using the Hasse Diagram of indexers, it must be integrated into the diagram that must consequently be updated. Since the diagram is made of groups of indexed photos, i.e. concepts that are used to index new photos, it is of the utmost importance that the user easily finds the groups of people she is interested in. With this in mind, every time a new photo is added to the diagram, there must be a minimum change of the display with all concepts staying in or near their current location. The overall objective of this strategy is to maintain as much as possible the user's 'mental map' [21] . All diagram display algorithms that require a preliminary computed concept lattice are not applicable here since our Hasse Diagram must be incremental. All other algorithms that build the Hasse Diagram incrementally could be interesting if they would keep all concepts in place or move them as little as possible. However these algorithms are with good reason targeted towards two objectives: speed and aesthetic criteria, where a limitation on the number of edge crossings plays an important role [22] . Although these objectives are still interesting to us, we find a dilemma between edge crossing limitation and an incremental display in order to maintain a stable mental map. This last issue is the most important for us, contributing to the reasoning behind why we will use the links in a way that will accept edge crossings to a certain extent as is explained below. The new algorithm we propose relies upon two techniques. Firstly it makes use of Force Directed Placement (FDP), a well known algorithm in graph drawing [23] , which is applied for instance to lattice drawing in [24] [25] . However, in the latter case the lattice is computed first which is against our goal of an incremental display while maintaining a stable mental map. Secondly we take the novel approach of building the Hasse diagram first through FDP and then the OGSH emerges as a result of this display.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Similar to [24] , a rank attribute is added to any new photo after it has just been indexed. It is an integer value equal to the number of properties in the object, i.e. the number of characters. A horizontal force is applied to all indexed photos, with an intensity that is proportional to the difference of rank value. As a result, the photos move and settle down at a precise x position corresponding to their rank. They form well spaced columns. Following this they are fixed in x and a force is applied in each column along the y coordinate. The value of this force between any pair of photos is calculated on the basis of the Hamming distance between them, i.e. an integer which is calculated as the number of attribute differences between two attributed objects. As a result of this force, all photos that have the same characters pile up to form groups. These groups are the object concepts, and all groups are separated vertically. In order to present a better display, a third force is applied, which separates the groups at a certain distance, providing a well-spaced separation between them. Every time a new photo is indexed, it either joins an existing concept with the same group of characters or it creates a new group in a column and reorganizes the column vertically. Alternatively it may create a new column, pushing horizontally the existing columns. When a new group is created the algorithm identifies a new concept which is represented by the photo. In practice, a new indexed photo interacts with existing concepts rather than the photos that are part of the concepts. This happens in order to limit the number of interactions. When the new photo creates a new concept links are added to the nearest upper and lower concepts that contain common characters. Fig. 4 shows a result that was built during the tests described in our evaluation. For practical reasons, the Hasse Diagram is organized from left to right. All links are visible between concepts, but as will be shown below, a more desirable strategy is to show only some links.
USING THE HASSE DIAGRAM FOR INDEXING
Endowed with a Hasse Diagram, it is now possible for a user to index new photos. As an example we observe Mary indexing a photo with a demonstrative complex interaction. Generally interactions are much simpler and straightforward. Fig. 5 is a snapshot of the screen after some photos have already been indexed. To index a new photo, Mary drags it from the pile on the right and may apply a zoom effect to better identify the people that are present. Fig. 5 shows the photo which is to be indexed at the top of the screen with its standard EXIF data (it is a code containing technical data, the date, etc.). Mary visually identifies four characters with which she must index the photo: Helena, Jeremy, Karol and Maria. In the column on the left, one can see in round pictures those characters that have already been identified from indexed photos. They are in alphabetical order. Updating this list is described below. The photos that are already indexed are organized in a Hasse Diagram in the centre.
Adding tags through propagation
Mary can easily spot Jeremy in a group of two people. She drags the photo on top of it. Keeping the right button down, the group becomes circled in green and shows its characters: Jeremy and Richard. Mary may either finalize the indexing using a right-click menu, or just obtain the characters of the selected photo. However, in this particular case, Mary does not want to select the characters of the group because a line shows up indicating that there is another group to the right that contains the same characters of the selected groups plus another character: Helena. This line is a hint for going straight to a bigger group if it is interesting. Since Mary is interested both in Jeremy and Helena, she keeps the button down, leaves the two people concept which looses its green circle and she moves to the three people concept that now turns to green (Fig. 6) . In order to "catch" the three characters, she releases the button. The circle now turns to blue, the three characters are added to an indexing bag for the photo and their pictures are visually extracted from the character list on the left (visible in Fig. 7) . She now has Helena, Jeremy and an intruder (Richard) in the indexing bag. She may drag the photo again onto another group of three people just above. This time she catches Karol, Maria and Richard again (Fig. 7) . Mary now has five characters in her indexing bag including Richard that she does not want. She drags the photo to the character list over the picture of Richard who is consequently withdrawn from the list. She can right-click and the photo is indexed with the four expected characters. The incremental display algorithm is triggered. If the photo had been indexed with a unique existing concept, it would have joined the corresponding photo pile. If Mary had formed a new group with an existing number of people, the photo would have created a new concept in an existing column. In the current case, since the four character column does not exist, the photo creates it on the right in the Hasse Diagram. Finally the four characters slide back within the character list (Fig. 8) .
ENHANCED VISUAL FUNCTIONS AND INTERACTION
The Hasse Diagram display proposes other functions in order to be completely efficient when indexing. Some are traditional (creating new characters and bulk indexing), some are more specific Searching 'Who's with whom'. We have already seen how the lines between concepts help with navigation during indexing. They can also be used to navigate among the piles of indexed photos to see who is with whom. Hovering the pointer over a concept shows the other concepts that contain the same group of people with others. It is also possible to move over an individual in the character list and the concepts she is part of are revealed within a sub-hierarchy. In Fig. 9 Jeremy appears in four concepts, which means in four different groups of people. Each concept could contain several piled up photos. He is alone with Maria in a pile of photos, while in another pile he is with Maria as well as Helena and Karol. In another pile he is alone with Richard and in pile number four he is with Richard and Helena. The names are not shown because we think that at this point it is more important for the user to clearly observe the links. Moving over a pile may reveal the names whilst still showing local links from this pile.
Pile spreading. Indexed photos are hidden in piles within concepts and cannot be seen by the user, excluding the photos representing the concepts. If Mary wants to browse and select a particular photo, she can switch on a tool called 'the spreader'. When hovering over a concept with the mouse the hidden photos separate and can be explored. When leaving the concept the photos return to their pile.
TESTS
7.1
Organization Two tests have been conducted. The objective was to compare PhotoMap's performances during social photo indexing with Facebook's and Flickr's performances, the most popular photo indexing applications. They also propose the most common ways of manual indexing. The subjects of the tests were volunteer students, between the ages of 20 and 22 years.
First test.
It involved three males and one female. The objective was to provide qualitative opinions on PhotoMap and to fine-tune the assessment method for the second test. Considering the goals of this tests its results will not be presented below.
Second test. It involved seventeen students, among which 12 males and 5 females. They declared being interested in social photos, but none of them declared intensively practicing particular photo software. Only two of them knew Flickr, and 60% occasionally indexed photos with Facebook. They were given an USB key containing 40 social photos that had been taken during a friends' party that they had attended a few days beforehand. Consequently all of them knew the people in the photos. However, none of them knew the photos that had been taken by another student. The photographer took his photos as usual since he did not know at that time that he would be involved in this test. The experiments had to be performed on the same set of photos with Facebook, Flickr and PhotoMap in random order. Five photos were used for a short training course on each application (section 2 describes the indexing process with these applications). Two supervisors observed the subjects during this process, measuring, taking notes and asking open-ended questions at the end of the test.
After training, the test subjects were asked to index 20 photos to have a core set of indexed objects. The first experiment was navigation. They were asked to search a particular photo with 3 people that was presented to them among the previously indexed 20 photos.
Their time performance was measured. The second experiment consisted of measuring the amount of time taken to index the remaining 15 photos within the collection. They finally were asked to rank the three applications according to the words 'simplicity', 'quality of results', 'assistance' and 'fun' (1 for 'very good', 2 for 'good' and 3 for 'not so good').
7.2
Results. Results with navigation. In test 2 it took a mean average of 11 seconds with PhotoMap and 20 seconds with the other two applications to find the particular photo with 3 people. The subjects particularly appreciated the human grouping organization and the spreader to find the photo in a stack.
Results for indexing. The first result of test 2 was unexpected and specific. Seven of the seventeen subjects gave up indexing the 40 photos with Facebook or/and Flickr before they had completed because it was too boring. Since this was not planned, we let them abandon indexing further. However, all of them indexed the photos with PhotoMap completely. The answer to an open question about this fact was that the incremental Hasse Diagram was pleasant to interact with and they found it was good for revealing the different groups making indexing immediately rewarding. Considering the 10 people that did not abandon in test 2, the time for indexing 15 photos showed a mean average of 3'10" with Facebook, and no meaningful difference between Flickr (2'30") and PhotoMap (2'35") (see Fig.  10 ). Fig. 11 shows only results for PhotoMap and Flickr since Facebook scores less than these two applications for all questions. Each bar represents the percentage of answers 'very good' or 'good'. PhotoMap compares equally with Flickr for the first three questions (bars n° 1 to 3). It is particularly pleasant to use compared to Flickr (bars n° 4: 'fun'). This last result is interesting since it may explain why nobody abandoned indexing with PhotoMap.
Results for questions.
Synthesis of results
The Hasse diagram on the one hand and its incremental construction on the other hand seem to perform well when users organize, visualize and index social photos in a limited number and on their own diagram. Performances are significantly better when navigating with PhotoMap than with the other two applications. Time measurements for indexing are not significantly better on PhotoMap than on Flickr. However it appears that users get less bored and appreciate the fact PhotoMap gives a dynamic global view of the photos and the people during the indexing process. Our main result is that PhotoMap turns indexing into a creative visual activity, at least for a limited number of photos which was the case for this test. Two main issues have still to be investigated in another future test: the case where many photos have to be displayed and indexed (scalability) and a situation where a user is bound to index new photos on a Hasse Diagram that she did not initially build.
LESSONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Improvements. Another version is being prepared; as expected it will take into account feedback from the tests. Speed of updating is stressed by users. A lot of other improvements have also been proposed such as a wider use of links for retrieving groups, a different organisation of the columns on the screen, and the suppression of the first column that could be included in the character column.
Scaling up to hundreds of social photos is interesting for managing a whole collection. PhotoMap can merge several events and a more efficient pan and zoom tool will be available in the next version to help visualizing many concepts together on the screen. In saying this, the current problem is that the pictures become very small on top of concepts, and it is difficult to identify a particular group. In practice, some use case studies make us think that people don't want to visualize a whole collection, but instead look for groups of photos containing one or two particular persons. It may be used as a filter to limit the number of concepts to be displayed and the diagram will become smaller and more manageable. Another complementary strategy will be to create a dynamic Hasse Diagram that may be displayed in a scrollable grid and that will be limited to six columns, with the last column containing groups of six people or more. This is possible because other investigations that are not presented in this paper show that there are few groups of four people or more. Conversely there are often many groups of two or three people. Consequently there may be problems with the size of these two columns. When columns are too big in the Hasse Diagram, they could be displayed on two or more columns in the grid. This idea requires more research because it will also be valuable for organising other photos than social photos and indexing them through propagation. The objective is to be able to clearly display about 100 concepts containing more than 200 photos in the Hasse Diagram. Beyond this limit people will use the scroll bar or the pan and zoom facilities.
Social networks.
A very promising approach is to extract various social networks from the observation of who is with whom in the different concepts. Extracting social networks from social photos is also described in [26] ; however the author's method is based on the analysis of individual photos and not on the analysis of concepts. In another paper we will explain why we think that concepts are a better support for extracting social networks. From these social networks, it is also possible to automatically build personalised photo albums that may be sent individually to people. These other possibilities were presented to the test subjects after their participation. The spontaneous reaction we observed was extremely positive; however other user tests must be performed to obtain more concrete results about their perception. Fig. 12 shows the photo album suggestion tool. When clicking on a button at the bottom of the screen, all photos slide and pile up on the right. The characters come out from the character list on the left. They then form a cloud with proximities depending upon their co-occurrences in the concepts. Each character is given a personalised album that includes closest friends. When moving over a particular character, links with other close friends appear, as well as her photo album; the photos in the album are visible at the bottom of the screen and the characters that are present in the album are seen in the character list. From Fig.  8 to Fig. 12 and back, there is a fluid animation that again aims at maintaining the user's mental map.
This automatic album creation functionality is not only something added to PhotoMap. It is at the core of the application since, as it was explained at the beginning of the paper, people are ready to perform indexing only if it is necessary or if there is a measurable and substantial reward. Unveiling social networks and automatically building personalised album are some such necessary rewards.
CONCLUSION
The contributions of this work are a method and an application for intertwining organization, visualization and indexation of social photos. Hierarchical visualization, interaction and an incremental Hasse Diagram-building algorithm are central to the entire process.
The tests that we conducted showed that indexation productivity is improved when people use the Hasse Diagram they built through indexing. Navigation is also more efficient. The main result is that PhotoMap turns indexing into a pleasant activity at least for a limited number of photos and on a Hasse Diagram which is well known by the user because she created it. However speed and scalability require some improvements in the Hasse Diagram organisation.
In the future, if face recognition techniques become more efficient, our visual indexing method may be less interesting. However, for the time being, the majority of social photos cannot be indexed accurately by these existing techniques and our method which is based upon information visualization is a good supplement. It may also be reinforced by techniques such as face and clothes' colour detection to suggest groups. Beyond indexing there is still the problem of organizing social photo collections and navigating within them. This paper showed that a Hassse Diagram is a good tool if it is accompanied with helpful assistance such as zooming, local links and a 'spreader'. Moreover, the application opens up many interesting perspectives. In particular, we introduced the possibility of extracting and visualizing social networks as well as the ability to automatically build and display personalized albums. The key issue is to propose different displays that manage complexity and fluidity between the different applications.
